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Ricardo Rivera has created a sensing system that snaps into movement 
upon the arrival of its audience; a benevolent CCTV loop that proj-ects 
anamorphic, real time video of the movements and bodies of the 
students, instructors, and members of the public who wander into the 
gallery. 

First, the    (our  bodies are thrown into a , 
pixelated parallel universe  —  a mirror image of the gallery, 
projected across a thirty foot stretch of wall to form a stretched out 
‘U” shape. Suddenly a sensor is tripped and the scene changes; no 
longer a mirror but a window. Or both, as a live capture of the 
viewer’s body is now p  into a landscape that whizzes by. 
Shot from a speeding car, it is soft and painterly. It is also 
familiar and nondescript, and it     

      equipment. Brown, 
furrowed earth, ready for planting. A s  for the vast 
agricultural region of California that is all too easy to  

 
 

  

There is a particular spot you can stand in, where, caught 
between sensors, the landscape begins to divide, like cells, 
exponentially, until it snaps into a series of colored bands, like a 
digital weaving or abstract painting. Held in place by the viewer’s 
presence alone,  

or left and the whole scene dissolves. One of 
the things that has struck me about this work is how unstable it is. 
Bits of code    slide  and drift away. Roughly 
translated, the phrase “clase abstracta de brujería” means “an 
abstract sort of witchcraft”, a phrase that comes from Vilém 
Flusser’s  “ ”, which charts how 
the way we relate to images has changed through history, from 
experiencing original images in person to viewing them through a 
screen. Made up of lines of code and light, these representations are 
passed through multiple screens, processors, and cables, they are 
low resolution, grainy. Yet here, Rivera reproduces that sense 
of a unique encounter  

Rivera began this project by creating a digital 3D model of the 
gallery’s interior, including small details such as an oddly 
placed clock, and a security mirror which affords a view of the 
gallery from        

         
         

   projection of the clock is beamed from its 
position high on the wall into the middle of the space. 

By elevating these ordinary details, Rivera is signaling a critical 
theme in his practice; challenging the rituals of looking to make the 
invisible visible. To a large degree, “Clase abstracta de 
brujeria” is about seeing, and how what we see or interpret 
changes depending on our vantage point. This includes a general 
questioning of the everyday facts that surround us, as well as a 
deeper investigation of how labor (agricultural, artistic) is made 
invisible. The shifting of the clock from its place high on the 
wall to the middle of the gal-       

          

Projected onto a wall in the back of the gallery 
 

Fue,” a ballad by the beloved Mexican singer Juan Gabriel, who died in 
2016. It is a song remembered from childhood, hummed by Rivera’s 
mother as she worked. Performed in the field - a site of hard work 
under difficult conditions - it also takes on the significance of 
other songs: those sung by chain gangs working on California's 
railroads, and field workers alike.

Another intervention is s is video: the video is 
layered or recorded over. We see Rivera, life sized, still dressed in 
farm wear and hat, enter the door of the gallery. Carrying a broom, 
he begins to sweep the floor, check the lights, and look about the 
space. Artist, farm worker, janitor: Rivera performs and draws an 
equivalence between these roles and by extension, acknowledges the 
invisible labor that keeps the food on the table, the floors swept, 
the lights on, and ultimately, the artist in the gallery.
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I make the move  pull the broomstick to myself

 and disappear in the movement this happens every time

exhaust fume and the rear view = so that when I saw you = and looked for you because I thought
you were there because of the re�ection, I was betrayed

�y about

to rise in a cloud this is in my hands

smoke heat required

vapor to raise one

dust kilogram of water

laborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlabor

I look in the mirror            see my face
this machine, the other                               la maquína, el otro
the hammer strikes one, then two, then three
a harvester in the �eld
 its wretched teeth are my teeth
it is the movement // the conveyor belt
ups and downs the teeth chatter while stems and tomatoes bounce
pulls the plant from the earth la maquína

La Malinche, la bruja, plays an easy trick
what the men and women do            the machine does
 there are no parts to disassemble
 there is only a machine within a machine to wreck and pull                                       and our arms and legs are apparitions
A broom splintered in my hand
I’d rather be sleeping than awake
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I make the move                                                                                                                               pull the broomstick to myself

 and disappear in the movement this happens every time

exhaust fume and the rear view = so that when I saw you = and looked for you because I thought
you were there because of the re�ection, I was betrayed

 �y about

to rise in a cloud                                                  this is in my hands

smoke                                                                                                          heat required

vapor                                                                                                                                        to raise one

dust kilogram of water

laborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlaborisdevaluedlabor

I look in the mirror            see my face
this machine, the other                               la maquína, el otro
the hammer strikes one, then two, then three
a harvester in the �eld
 its wretched teeth are my teeth
it is the movement // the conveyor belt
ups and downs the teeth chatter                            while stems and tomatoes bounce
pulls the plant from the earth                                                                                         la maquína

 La Malinche, la bruja, plays an easy trick
what the men and women do             the machine does
 there are no parts to disassemble
 there is only a machine within a machine to wreck and pull  and our arms and legs are apparitions
A broom splintered in my hand
I’d rather be sleeping than awake

Take this walk along the belt of my skin

Take this walk beyond the re�ection of my skin
My labor is defragmented my labor is done
If I could say this with my feet above the ceiling
and if time was not just a re�ected surface and if the work
was not turning to dust before me and if I found out just what I was trying to say to you

I

look in the mirror and the re�ection is a �eld walking alongside me like a conveyor belt 

feet of the son

trying to catch up trying to catch up trying to catch up trying to catch up

received her Master of Fine Arts at 
Cornell University and is the recipient of the Robert Chasen po-

from Three Mile Harbor Press. She teaches English and creative 
writing at Fresno City College.
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In 2006, with the help of a G.P.S mapping system, he plotted a route 

through the Swiss Alps, choosing the mountain roads that he would ride 

by bicycle.  During the ride, he wore a tracking device that rendered, 

in real time, his progress along the roads, drawing a colored line on a 

map of the mountains that rose above the city of Sierre.  At the end of 

a nap.  Anyone watching the digital line left by his route would see the 

word “dormir” written on the map of the mountains.

He played football in high school.  He enjoyed the physical contact.

The son of Mexican immigrants, he grew up surrounded by agriculture and 

doing farm work at an early age.  He has the deepest respect for the land 

society, constantly looked upon as being “the other.”  This reality of 

being part of a culture as well as outside of the same culture manifests 

itself in the duality found in many of his works. He presents images of 

himself, and often his loved ones, in his pieces, but at the same time 

there is a constant presence of him, the artist, watching the whole thing, 

simultaneously being both the observed and the observer.  

His artworks, by being interactive and immersive, put the audience in the 

same position.  It is impossible to view his works without participating 

computers and monitoring systems for his artworks for many years.  Like 

any sculptor, he imagines forms, but his forms travel through time and 

on scrims.  The physical presence (or non-presence) of these moving im-

ages are themselves metaphors.  In his anamorphic distorted images, that 

can only be clearly observed in a curved mirror, there is at times a 

question about the true form.  In what ways is the nature of what we see 

distorted by our personal or cultural biases?  How many times do we see 

through an image, revealing another interpretation lying behind it?

He has been doing drawings, using both hands at the same time, making 

symmetrical forms that are as large as his arms can make them. 

In 2016, back in Switzerland, a country that severely limits immigrants 

and refugees, he wore his “Silver Suit” that completely covered him, both 

who looked at him back to themselves.  Starting from high on a mountain, 

-

yards, and then the streets and alleys into the town center, hiding in 

full sight. 

His father thought that he would make a good engineer.

is an artist, educator and writer liv-
ing in the Central Valley.  He is a professor emeritus of the Art 
Department of Sacramento City College, and currently teaches con-
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Descent from a High

3. Installation view.
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